
SUMMER FASHION

1. CHOOSE NATURAL FIBERS TO
BEAT THE HEAT
When it comes to fabrics, choose
lighter options like cotton, rayon
and linen. Breathability is key when
the sun comes out to play!
2. EMBRACE LOOSE, FLOWY STYLES
Try a fashion-forward ruffled top
that skims your body. You can even
wear it to work topped with a blazer
or cute cardi.
3. WHITE SNEAKERS FOR THE WIN
Clean white sneaks are happening
this summer—and you can pair them
with everything from jeans to
sundresses to a mini. Cute and
comfy!

COLORS OF SUMMER

Summers in general, contain high
amounts of yellow and blue or violet
in their natural coloring. These
warm skin tones are balanced by
light cool or "ashy" hair colors and
light cool eye colors.
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Around two billion T-shirts
are sold every single year,
making it one of the most

popular items of clothing in
the world.

1.

 

https://www.stitchfix.com/women/blog/fashion-tips/guide-breathable-summer-fabrics/


INTERIOR TIPS

Patterns & Palettes
Summer is all about out with the
old and in with the new. Patterns
designed to stand out and bold
colors can create an interior that
not only stands out from the crowd,
but offers an elegant and enjoyable
place to relax at the same time.
Floral designs, striking patterns and
feature walls can be mixed and
matched with wall colors, flooring
styles and simple furniture to great
effect. The more creative the better!

GET OUTDOORS INDOOR

Summer is all around us making the
perfect excuse for homeowners to
garnish their homes with flowers
and plants. Whether freshly picked
from the garden or at a garden
center, plants and flowers can bring
real life to any interior. Situated
near windows, flowers can flourish
in the summer sun creating a real
summer aroma and beautiful
setting.
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Interior design requires

creative designers who are
informed and familiar with the
broad areas of modern science
and technology to develop the

interior design.


